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NINIB-NINURTA 

W. F. ALBRIGHT 

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY 

THE READING of this elusive name is now placed beyond reason- 
able doubt, thanks to the Aramaic transliteration J1V1R (see 
especially Clay, Amurru, p. 195 ff.) and the statement in the 
Yale syllabary, 1. 288, that IB in the name Nin-IB (sa i'Nin-IB 
su-ma) is read ur-ta. The name of the god must thus be read 
Ninurta, which became, by dissimilation, *Inurta (the dental t 
may enter in, as perhaps also in incabtu 'earring,' < *ningabtu 
< *minjbtu < *mangabtu, like nirmaktu 'pitcher'; Delitzsch, 
AG2 180), and, by the common change of r to s before a dental, 
Inusta = J'IlVM. There is no evidence that the character NIN 
was ever pronounced en, to avoid the usual feminine connota- 
tion, as has been suggested; the writing Ninni (50) -B (Ebeling 
no. 31, obv. 9-10; ZDMG 69. 89) is against such a view. The 
reading Anusat (Pognon, Thureau-Dangin, Maynard, AJSL 34. 
29-31) is most improbable; in form it is anomalous, and at 
best it could not mean 'the mountain god,' as Maynard sug- 
gests. A variant dUr-ru-da, mentioned by Maynard, does not 
exist; the passage in Ebeling, no. 12,1. 11-12, must be read (cf. 
Hrozny, Ninrag, tablet 2, 11-12) [Nin-urta bad-ki-bal-a-gut- 
gul] a-ma-ru an-uir-ru-da [Ninurta mu'abbit du'r malt nuk] urti 
abuibainis iba', 'Ninurta, who destroys the fortification of the 
hostile place, on the hurricane rushes' (Semitic: 'like the 
hurricane'). A glance at Br. 5492 and M. 3809 would have 
spared this mistake. However, we all make slips at times. 

I am inclined to see another hint with respect to the pronunci- 
ation in Poebel, Historical and Grammatical Texts, no. 134, col. 
3, 10 ff., a section of the hara-hubuilum lexical series (see Meiss- 
ner, OLZ 18. 136 ff.), where we have: 

gis-ka-sig-ga-gisimar = qattanfitut (sig = qatnu, etc.) 
gig-ka-peg-gisimar = napsfitu (peg = napdqu) 
gig-ka-gu-la-gigimar = urti2 

Urtu' is a nisbe from urtu/a, a word quite unknown in the 
Assyrian lexicon elsewhere, but reminding one of Urtu, 
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Armenia, and our Urta. Both combinations may have their 
rights. The latter is particularly interesting in view of Nin- 
urta's consort Gula. Of course, gula here means 'large, full,' 
or the like, and the idea that its Semitic equivalent is Urtu, if 
I am correct, is an illustration of the curious methods of philo- 
logical ratiocination employed by the Babylonian schoolmen, 
from the results of which our lexica will eventually have to be 
purged. I hope to treat elsewhere some of the products of this 
juzggling with phonetic and numerical values in the cuneiform 
schools. The writing with t indicates a popular etymology of 
the element urta, connecting it with Urtu, Armenia. In the 
light of these and other facts, I will propose the following recon- 
struction of the name Ninurta's history, which is offered merely 
as a working hypothesis. 

The god NIN-IB is intimately connected with IB = Uras, 
identified with him CT 25. 11. 25. The pair Uras(IB) and 
Ninuras are mentioned among the names of Anum and Antum. 
Since uras = piristu, as nomen agentis it should mean 'decider' 
(like malik), and 'prince,' or the like, a fitting name for a 
great god, one who held the chief position in the pantheon at 
Dilbat and elsewhere. 

In later times Nin-lB assumes the place of IB-Ura~s. It is 
difficult to believe that this represents a masculinization of 
Uras 's colorless consort Nin-uras, whose very name may rest 
upon theological speculation. I am profoundly suspicious of 
the theories advanced by Hommel,1 that the Sumerian gods 
whose names begin with Nin are old solar deities, who were 
masculinized on the analogy of Ramas, who is masculine, while 
Jlw is feminine, and by Clay,2 that NIN-IB was originally 

feminine, but after the 'signs had been recognized as an ideo- 
gram for the name of the deity . . . the goddess became 
masculinized.' Clay himself (bloc. cit.) admits that this solu- 
tion is a pis aller. With Hommel, every coincidence is an 
identity, or an analogy from which causal relations may be 
deduced. In my opinion, it is much more probable that nin 
means both 'lord' and 'lady,' like umun and gasan; cf. also 
dam 'consort,' both 'husband' and 'wife.' This is the view 

1 Cf. MVAG 19. 13, note 9. The femininity of the Ea-category is equally 
fictitious. 

2 See Miscellaneous Inscriptions, p. 98. 
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of Delitzsch, SG1 204. Sumerian cared as little for distinctions 
of gender as for differences of person. The explanation does 
not lie in the 'primitive' character of the language, as Renouf 
held erroneously for Egyptian, but simply in its genius, the 
course of development it preferred. 

When Nin-uras had occupied the place of Uras, the theolo- 
gians, to save the dualism, apparently, by a right-about-face made 
IB his consort. Hence, theoretically, IB - Gula, and IB 's 
value urta, felt because of the secondary t to be Semitic, was 
attached to gula, as pointed out above. 

The variants uras, urta, and urtu are apparently, in the final 
analysis, identical. But how are we to explain them ? Thru 
popular etymology, if we may judge from parallels. This, 
moreover, must be associated with some outstanding character- 
istic of the deity, who was a god of war, of hunting, and of 
quarries and mountains. In this connection there comes to 
mind the late ideogram for parzillu 'iron,' which is the same 
as the ordinary ideogram for the name Ninurta, AN-MAS. 
Iron came to Babylonia, as to the rest of Western Asia, from the 
land of the Chalybes, on the confines of Armenia and Pontus, 
called in Babylonia Urtu, by haplology for Urartu, UTIrN3 
We may assume, then, that urtu is a modification of thirdtl or 
*urtu, a step which brings us to Sumerian times, when bronze 
and not iron was the metal used for making weapons and tools. 
Now, bronze is urud(u) in Sumerian, which by apocope of the 
d, so common in that tongue, became uru, whence Akkadian 
ueruCm (CT 15. 2. 9). 

Returning to Uras, which we may safely postulate as the 
original form, we may, perhaps, suppose that it was ordinarily 
pronounced *Urus (by vocalic harmony; cf. subar 'servant' 
(9AH, SG1 287), which becomes ?ubur in the name Nin-?ubur 

Papsukal4; pap 'father, chief'), which became *Uru (just 
as we have gurus and gur 'cut'; gurus 'man,' prop. 'the 
stout one,' and gur 'fat,' - kabru5; suhius and sub 'founda- 
tion' (SGl 254); durus' and ditr, etc.), connected by popular 

B Sumerian Tilla (Sb 74); the late Babylonian name is Urastu. 
'I expect to discuss these deities elsewhere. 

5For - x 'man' = marnC and WI.% =cabru see my forthcoming 

article in AJSL on the relation between Egyptian and Semitic. 
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etymology with uru 'bronze,' since Ninurta was the patron of 
war and of the quarries, and hence, to a certain extent, of 
metallurgy, as the urud-lamga (gurgurru),6 under whose direc- 
tion arms and pickaxes were manufactured. 

Later, in Semitic times, iron replaced bronze as the prevailing 
material for swords and axes (cf. hacinu 'axe,' which cannot 
be separated from Eth. havebn 'iron,' probably the original 
meaning). The priests had, meanwhile, adopted the combina- 
tion of the divine name with urud, and, under their auspices, 
the name became *Ninurud or *Ninurut, which may have become 
Ninurtu, just as gedim became etimmu, and gid, gittu. 'Bronze' 
was now eri', so the verbal association must have faded away. 
However, the association with metallurgy remained, so a new 
popular etymology was in order, which came most naturally 
from Urte, Armenia, whence the Babylonians imported their 
iron. In classical times the Chalybes were such renowned 
workers in iron and steel that xJXuvi 'hardened iron, steel,' 
received its name from them,7 just as 'copper,' cuprum, comes 
from 'Cyprus,' and perhaps Heb. n1n: 'copper,' is derived 

from Nuhas'se, which Winckler has identified with the district 
of Chalkis south of Aleppo (MVAG 18. 4. 85). A thousand 
years before the Chalybes appear in history, their mountains 
bore the name Kizwadna (op. cit. p. 61),8 from which iron was 
exported to the rest of Western Asia. The Moschian mountains 
were called the tu'ra5 d'parzela by the Aramaeans. After the 
Phrygo-Moschian irruption in the twelfth century had swept 
over the ruins of the Hittite Empire, Pontus-Cappadocia 
received the name Tabal, Heb. Tubal (which reproduces the 
Phoenician pronunciation). Hence iron came to Palestine, so 
the Hebrews made T-dbal-qain, 'the forger of bronze and iron' 
(brini nin: wto ttp-brin) the primeval eponymous hero of 
metallurgists, just as the Greeks might have invented a Chalyps 
;P tllin means, of course, 'Tudbal [the] smith'). 

, See for this epithet Hrozny, Ninrag, tablet 12, rev. l. 19. 
7 The reverse view is defended by Lehmann-Haupt (Materialien, p. 100, 

n. 2), who even connects K6KXWIP with XaXvlp! 
8Eduard Meyer (Die Chettiter, p. 156), following Herzfeld's suggestion, 

identifies Kizwadna with Katpatuk, Cappadocia. A glance into Hommel 's 
GGAO, p. 50 (cf. Meyer's estimate of this work, GA8 252, note), might 
have spared the repetition of such a problematical etymology. 
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In the same way, we may suppose, Ninurta was explained 
either as 'Lord of Armenia,' or as 'Lord of Iron' (assuming 
as nisbe *urtj, the 'Armenian' metal). His association with 
iron is just as natural as in the case of the Anatolian Zeus, lord 
of the thunderbolt, and the Egyptian war-god Month (Mntw). 
The strength of the association is clear from the fact that the 
ideogram of the god is employed for the metal (dMAS primarily, 
of course, is a title of Ninurta as 'chief,' asaredu).9 

Indirect evidence for -my theory may, perhaps, be drawn from 
astrological considerations. Iron is regularly the metal of the 
planet Mars Nergal. As, however, there is no indication that 
the latter was particularly connected with iron, while he is with 
copper (Zimmern, Ritualtafelnr, no. 27, 1. 8), we may assume 
that copper or bronze was the original metal of the tawny-red 
(samu) planet. Later, iron, taking the place of bronze as the 
symbol of war, was substituted. This shift in Nergal 's metal 
would certainly lead one to expect a parallel shift in the metals 
ascribed to the patronage of the closely related Ninurta. The 
former view that Ninib was Mars and Nergal Saturn, instead 
of the reverse, is now proved to be erroneous (Kugler, Stern- 
kunde, 1. 220 ff.; Weidner, OLZ 16. 24), but Kugler and Weid- 
ner both admit the possibility of shifts. Weidner, in fact, 
believes that there was a regular cyclic shift in the planetary 
deities. Hommel (Hilprecht Anniversary Volume, p.. 180) also 
thinks that Ninurta was originally god of Mars and Nergal of 
Saturn. Tho inclining to this view, I will leave the decision to 
experts in the tangled field of Babylonian astronomy. 

"The old explanation of the ideogram as the 'bar of heaven' is surely 
wrong, in spite of the Egyptian bi 3 n pt, primarily meteoric iron. 
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